Lagrangian simulations with weather data using HYSPLIT
In this work we simulate atmospheric transport using the Lagrangian approach, i.e. we follow the trajectories of many individual particles rather than describing the evolution of the concentration of particles. We model spores as passive tracers with an additional gravitational settling velocity, which is a commonly used approximation in geophysical transport. Neglecting inertial effects is justified for typical spores (about 10 µm in radius and density of water) whose Stokes timescale is about 1 ms, much smaller than the Kolmogorov timescale, the smallest characteristic timescale for turbulent transport, which is τη ∼ 0.1 s. Stokes numbers of the order of 0.01 result in cancellation of many terms in the general Maxey-Rayley form of the equation of motion for spheres immersed in a fluid (4) . Under these assumptions spore trajectories are solutions of the following ordinary differential equation: dP(t) dt = V wind [P(t), t] + VG, [1] where P(t) is the position of the particle at time t; V wind [P(t), t] is the instantaneous velocity of the wind at the location occupied by the particle at time t and VG is the gravitational settling. A complete description including all dynamical degrees of freedom of the wind velocity field from the smallest to the largest scales (mm to hundreds of km) is practically inaccessible.
To overcome the problem, HYSPLIT takes a widely used approach, and describes the flow from the largest scale down to a certain spatio-temporal resolution, whereas the structure of the velocity field below this intermediate scale is modelled. The large-scale velocity of the wind is provided by regional meteorological models and a stochastic term describes the small-scale turbulence which is in general neither stationary nor homogeneous. Spore trajectories can be computed through a Langevin equation:
Here Vmeteo, V and VG are the large-scale wind velocity from meteorological datasets; the turbulent velocity fluctuations and the gravitational settling velocity respectively. Lagrangian simulations described in the maintext are performed using the Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HySPLIT) model (5), an open source code developed at the Air Resource Laboratory of the National Ocean and Atmospheric Administration (ARL-NOAA) in the US.
Numerical technique
To find a numerical solution of Eq. 2 we consider the following equivalent discrete-time set of equations:
where ∆t is the time step; (X, Y, Z) = P are the three components of spore position; the pedices Adv indicates new positions computed after advection by the large-scale wind speed, (U , V , W ) = V are the turbulent velocity components and GX , GY , GZ are scaling factors depending on the adopted coordinates. Wind fields for advection are taken from the North American Regional Reanalyses (NARR)(6), which is an extended dataset of meteorological variables on a regular grid covering the whole North American continent. This dataset is the result of a matching procedure between outputs of numerical models and sparse observations of many atmospheric variables. NARR data are given on a Lambert conformal grid with 309 x 237 horizontal points and 24 levels on a vertical pressure-sigma coordinates system. The nominal horizontal resolution is 32 km. Starting from 1979 to today the state of the atmosphere is available at a time resolution of 3 hours. The same system of horizontal coordinates as that of the meteorological dataset is used; fields are interpolated on an internal sigma-terrain-following system in the vertical direction, whose coordinates follow the orography of the terrain. The time marching for advection is made in two steps, initially computing a first guess position:
where V(P, t) is the resolved wind velocity at time t interpolated at the particle position and then giving a final position
As mentioned before, turbulent velocities are realizations of stochastic processes (7). For each component such processes are described by the following equations:
and where the autocorrelation function R is 
where λi are realizations of gaussian random processes with mean 0 and unitary standard deviation and the σ 2 i are the turbulent velocity variances which values are function of both time and space and depend on the turbulent parameterization (turbulence closure) adopted, discussed below.
For the horizontal components of the velocity the problem is closed connecting turbulent velocity variances with the deformation gradient of the large scale wind field:
where c = 0.14 and ∆X is the horizontal grid step (1, 2) Vertical turbulence requires a preliminary evaluation of the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) stability, which is done by HySPLIT by evaluating the Monin-Obukhov length L, that is a dimensional parameter related with the stability of the surface layer, the lower part of the ABL. It is positive or negative when the ABL state is respectively stable or unstable. The expression for L is
, called the friction velocity, is related with the turbulent stress at the surface τs and the air density ρ; the covariances u w and u w are the kinematic momentum fluxes at the surface. At the denominator g is the gravity acceleration, k = 0.4 is the von Karman constant, θ is the potential temperature and w θ is proportional to the turbulent heat flux at the surface. From a physical point of view, L measures the relative contributions to turbulent kinetic energy given by buoyant production and shear production, representing the heigth at which these two contributions are equal.
During unstable conditions another velocity scale can be introduced, the convective velocity
, where Zi is the boundary layer depth, that is another important parameter involved in the computation of turbulent motions. All these parameters are internally evaluated by the model from meteorological data (for more details see (5)) and they are involved in the computation of vertical turbulent velocities which are obtained by semi-empirical formulas. Several possible semi-empirical parameterizations, also called closures, can be chosen. A possible choice is to follow Khantar and Clayson equations (8) , according to which the vertical velocity variances during stable conditions are given by
(rest of the ABL), while unstable conditions are modeled as follows:
(rest of the ABL)
where R = 0.2. An alternative approach is given by Beljaars and Holtslag (9) , which identifies the diffusion coefficient for particles with the diffusion coefficient for heat, and then converts them into turbulent velocities. According to this idea the vertical diffusion coefficient K3 is given by the following expression:
where the stability parameter w h changes according to the stability of the ABL and is a function of friction velocity, MoninObukhov length, and convective velocity as described in (3) . Therefore, once diffusion coefficients have been computed, the turbulent velocity variances result from
Both parameterizations provide vertical turbulent velocities as a function of the altitude. We consider the further possibility to first compute the vertical profiles of turbulent diffusivities at each x, y location, and then averaging them over the ABL, so that the vertical fluctuation does not depend on height above the ground (a condition that we have labeled "vertically uniform" in Figure 3 of the main paper). Analogous semiempirical descriptions are used also for the stratosphere, above the ABL, where turbulent velocities quickly become negligible and their contribution is subdominant in the dynamics with respects to the stronger large scale circulation.
The main results showed in the main text are obtained using the Beljaars and Holtslag scheme. We have tested the robustness of our results by changing the parameterization of vertical turbulence, and we find that typical patterns of our statistical observables are preserved in all cases (see Figure S4) .
A further player in the dynamics is gravitational settling, described by a constant downward velocity. Approximating spores as spheres with the same volume of the spore, the gravitational settling velocity can be computed starting from spore equivalent radius r and its density ρS
8 µm, Stokes time τ = 1.7 ms, gravitational settling velocity VG = τ g = 16 mm/s. We find that fitness of spores with lifetime 6 hours is insensitive to the value of gravitational settling for values of VG from 0 to 12 mm/s ( Figure S3 ). This is because the dynamics in the first few hours are dominated by turbulence. Many species will fall in this range since an equivalent radius 20µm and density comparable to that of water is typical for fungal spores. This case is relevant for e.g. decomposers whose spores are typically 1-2 µm in size, hence gravitational settling is negligible with respect to turbulent fluctuations VG = 0.15 to 0.6 mm/s. Gravitational settling becomes relevant in two cases. Figure 3A) , spores with gravitational settling and deposition set to 60 cm/s (corresponding to a sphere of radius ≈ 70µm) nearly all sediment within a lifetime of 6 hours and the selective pressure due to returning to ground within their lifetime would only apply to extremely short-lived spores. This is consistent with previous results obtained in the context of seeds (10) . Spores of this size are not very common and we do not analyze this regime further.
For much larger spores. As discussed in the main text (
2. For long lived spores. Gravitational settling affects the fraction of spores that drift into the stratosphere ( Figure S1 ). We cannot follow these spores because they are carried outside of the computational domain by strong geostrophic winds, but we consider them as lost both because the stratosphere is poorly mixed so spores will generally tend to remain aloft longer (11) and because environmental conditions in the stratosphere are harsh, although fascinating data discuss the presence of viable spores in the stratosphere (12) . Fitness at 6 hours is not affected by this phenomenon because spores drift into the stratosphere gradually over the course of weeks. This process is however relevant for long lived spores; for example after 2 weeks all spores that remained in the computational domain have returned to the ground, hence fitness is χ 2 weeks ∼ 1−escape fraction.
The last factor affecting residence times is dry deposition to ground which is computed assuming that the flux j(x, t) of spores to the ground is proportional to concentration θ(x, t) close to the soil:
where the parameter V d has the dimension of a velocity and has been taken equal to the gravitational settling velocity, as appropriate for particles larger than about 1 µm (11). The details of the deposition process, including interaction of the spores with the canopy and the fluid dynamics at these small scales are beyond the scope of the current work. These details will be needed to select the correct numerical value of this parameter, and will be particularly important for small spores whose deposition efficiency is weak, and for which the selective pressure to return to the soil in time may be largest (see (13) (14) (15) (16) and references therein). Assuming that deposition occurs in a layer of thickness ∆Z d above the ground level and taking particle concentration as constant within this layer, the time employed by the mass present in ∆Z d to be completely deposited is equal to
and hence the fraction of mass deposited in a time step ∆t is given by the ratio
. This mass drop is reproduced in our simulations by removing randomly particles below ∆Z d with probability
As showed in Figure 3 of the main text, deposition velocities affect fitness quantitatively. Increasing deposition efficiency will speed up deposition thus increasing fitness and releasing selective pressure (see Figure 3) . Wet deposition will affect the results, but only modifies the picture if fungi are able to release spores when rain events are more probable. This fascinating possibility is particularly useful for short-lived spores, and some evidence is starting to emerge in this direction. This aspect remains outside the scope of the present work and will be examined in detail elsewhere.
Data Availability
Data for the computation of the convective velocity across the North American continent (used for Figure 4C ) are freely available from the NOAA dataset as described in the HYSPLIT technical memorandum (3).
Python scripts for regression are openly accessible at https://osf.io/wn4hm/ : TOD.py and TURB.py refer to models for fitness as function of time of day and turbulence intensity respectively), together with algorithm.py. Input for these files are provided in chi6h.nc and velVar.nc. Scripts can be run with Python 2.7.15 distribution and compatible versions of numpy, netCDF4 file package and Scikit-learn (17) , an open source machine learning library.
Results from HYSPLIT are provided as supporting material in the Excel File SI_Data.xlsx (Dataset S1); each of the 30 datasheets are here described:
• Results of HYSPLIT. We provide one sheet per location for each simulated condition (20 conditions total). Each of these sheets has a suffix _obs and contains 15 columns, as labeled in the sheet header (location and time of release, total deposited fraction after 6 weeks, mean flight time, standard deviation of flight times, and fraction deposited up to 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 ,1 ,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 14 days). Average, standard deviation and deposited fractions are computed over the 100000 spores released from the starting location. • Data of squared turbulence intensity w 2 defined as the variance of vertical turbulent velocity computed within HYSPLIT for each location and time is provided in the 10 sheets named LOCATION_w2 for the full simulations described in the main text. These sheets contain 2 columns, day and time of release and w 2 (data used for Figure 4A ,B,F Figure  5A ,B,E,F). . Fitness for longer lived spores follows similar patterns as those described in the main text. Selective pressure is released for longer lived spores that suvive flights in most conditions. Solid color lines and shades: mean and standard deviation of fitness across the 10 locations simulated as described in the main text with gravitational settling and deposition set to 6 mm/s, for spores with lifetime 2 weeks (top row), 2 days (mid row) and 6 hours (bottom row). After 2 weeks all spores within the computational domain have returned to ground and all spores that eventually leave the computational domain have already left. Hence fitness at 2 weeks, but not after 2 days or 6 hours, is equal to 1-escape fraction (gray lines and dots). 
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Closures Green Mexico Fitness . Markers and errorbars correspond to average and standard deviation over 100 000 spores released from location #10, with gravitational settling velocity and deposition velocity 6 mm/s.
